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Bill Swartz

Since 1933 the world and its years have become in
creasingly complex. A world of events, happenings and facts
form a hodgepodge, bewildering in immensity* Yet out of the
hodgepodge some facts can be selected to prove a point. Al
most any point, arrayed and weaponed with certain available
facts, could be defended successfully in argument.
No nation is perfect, yet for every people there is
only one nation which approaches perfection. For us, perhaps
there is none as nearly perfect as the United States of
America. There is the good with the bad, and sometimes the
worse and worst are included. Certain conditions exist now
which are the culmination of a series of events which can be
traced. The whole progression might be called a trend.... .
Roosevelt II began his reign with a landslide election;
there seemed to be no two-party system. He spent much money
during his first term. Some said it was necessary. Some
people wondered about so much being spent on government it
self, but certain governments had come to assume rather im
portant functions in the lives of its individuals. Hitler,
Stalin and Mussolini had many new ideas....
A presidential term slipped by. Franklin won
again, somewhat of a landslide. Kansas’ balanced budgets
could not overcome the will of the people who wanted money
spent on them, some said. Other nations were arming;
Uncle Sam gave food and money instead of both arms and food.
There had been a flash of warning from the Pacific side:
Japan had announced renunciation of the Washington Naval
agreement back in 1934, and bought steel from us to build
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the ships of war. But the nation went back to sleep,' sleep
interspersed with the blare of wild swing bands playing the
Big Apple seemingly interminable— just a fad.
King Roosevelt is spending too much money) came
the roar of the crowd. What is this country coming to_____
people asked, while they watched the madcap social and
political vortex at Washington suck in the non-skeptical.
Military experts read the papers, reassured the
nation, noticed languidly that Nazi Germany was engulfing the
Czechs, said with confidence to France* "The Maginot line
will hold. The Germans will never get through." Quite true.
They went around, on the Fifth Column Highway.
British vowed to help, had London town blasted.
THEN CAME DUNKIRK! The warning shot to America. The Battle
of Britain raged. Anthony Eden said a word for his little
isle:"Help". Destroyers for bases seemed a good trade.
Still, we had those destroyers. A bird in the hand........
Hull and the conferences helped. Motif was, "Must
ee^>>«->ou.‘
tli Americans as friends." Nazis were putsched.
Washington again slept easier in its White House bed, but had
a ^eam one night: Arming for production and producing for
arming the nation. Just a dream for a while, evidently....
Willkie1s elephant couldn’t push the Democratic
nule out of the chief puddle... No matter, came the cry.
et*s not swap horses in midstream.
More Hitler victories awakened more sleeping grayeards in the District. Propaganda came out: America must
X®for defense. The loyal opposition concurred. Still,
evasion of the empire failed; certainly we are safe. Keep
jur boats at home, let them take the stuff we will supply.
W0ULD DARE a t t a c k t h e m i g h t y c o l o s s u s o f t h e n o r t h ?
^elective Service was an infant, and the draftees slept,
-Fed of- war gaines with ’stbve lpipes for trench mortars,
broomsticks for machine guns....
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Ironic to have Communistic Russia as an ally. We haven*t
helped her too much; General Winter is her greatest commander. Years
of preparation also have staved off the legions of the paperhanger
dictator.
The little brown men, the Rising sons, laid an early Christ
mas present in the lap of the independence-wanting Phillipines. Came
the cry from sleepy Washington: "Someone slept on the job." From th
now-not-so-sleepy nation: "How did it happen, why, they can*t do tha
to us, we*11 knock them off the face of the map, let me at *em, et
cetera, et cetera*"
Knox played reporter for the deal at Pearl Harbor. A coupl
of generals, land and sea, got the gate. MacArthur is doing OK; Amer
icans are gallant fighters; bare knuckles and cold bayonet steel did
it once. NOW IT TAKES GUNS, PLANES, TANKS AND MEN WHERE THEY ARE

NEEDED- ..
The nation rubbed its eyes..what’s this about sugar shortag
Oh, just a mistake which led to minor buying panics. Rationing of
tires came to pass; sugar by April 20. Remember, Washington, the
fields of cotton, corn, grain and beets that were not planted or v/ere
plowed under when they were planted?
Washington gave a still-lethargic nation no answer...An
OCD dancer was in line for $4600 a year, solons suggested raises in
pay, for themselves, and got squelched.
•

British didn*t muddle through effectively enough, and the
Little Brown Men with large teeth took Singapore, and some other is
lands and peninsulas, except Bataan. America*s greatest general said
to Washington, supposedly, "Hang on, and 1*11 send reinforcements."
The war progresses, production proceeds apace, everybody is
agreed that WE WILL WIN THE WAR AT ANY COST. Still, you can*t see tc
everything, or foresee very much.
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George I. J. Dixon

Mr. Wilkinson wasnTt a big man-- neither was he a
little man; just average. Certainly there was nothing im
pressive about him as he walked down the main street of
Langton, w e amng absent-mindedly through hundreds of after
noon shoppers and home-going laborers. I doubt whether any
one ever saw him. One didnTt know what Mr. Wilkinson was
thinking; one could see nothing in his face. He turned, by
habit, to the news stand on the corner, and bumped full-tilt
into a rather large woman who was leading a boy. And--- by
habit--- he tipped his hat and said, "Excuse me.” The lady
smiled, never saw him, said, "Quite all right," and crossed
the street as the corner traffic light signalled. She leaned
over as she walked, straightening a tiny cap on the little
boy’s head. And she was gone.
"Speaker," Mr. Wilkinson said at the news-stand,
dropping a nickel on the counter. The Flain Speaker, local
newspaper, was handed him, and he moved on, folding the paper
neatly and tucking it under his arm, shoving his left hand
deep into his trouser’s pocket to keep the paper pressed
against his side.
Suddenly, Mr. Wilkinson’s face brightened (only a
little). He stepped faster (a little faster). He was
approaching a sporting goods’ store. He stopped at the
farthest of the three display windows, and his eyes gleamed;
his face flushed, and he smiled. There were hun^peds of gjms,
rifles, revolvers, single and double action pistols, auto
matics, muzzle-loading affairs-- guns dating far back in the
history of fire arms.
There were several people standing about, looking
at the display. Mr. Wilkinson heard remarks: "Look at that
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little thing there, a baby could hide it in his hand."
"Wish I could own that pearl handled pistol over there."
"She sure is pretty, I'll bet she’s perfectly balanced!"
Mr. Wilkinson’s head nodded a long "Yeessss", and he smiled,
a little smile that must have been much broader inside him*

card.

At the bottom of the display was a small, white
Typed neatly on it was:
GUN COLLECTION
owned by
L. W. WILKINSON
47 Wentworth, N. E.
Mr. Wilkinson turned to leave, still smiling when:

"Hello, Lloyd!" came from behind him.
and his smile broadened a little.

He turned,

"Hello, Joe," he replied softly.
Joe’s eyes were twinkling, his face was a broad
grin, and he said joshingly, "That display is in my window,
can’t ya keep away from that iron ware only a little while?
J n^ya keep to your own shop, and poke cameras at people
and tell ’em how pretty they are?
The two men smiled.
'What’sa paper say, Lloyd?"

And then, from Joe again,

”0h uh— haven’t looked-- here, do you want it?"
and Lloyd handed the paper to Joe, who opened it and scanned
ohe headlines.
"Hran-mmm, Japs bombing Manila again.
Wish the Hell I was young, I ’d show ’em’
."

Why, the scum!
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Mr. Wilkinson smiled a "yes," and listened as Joe
went on: "What1s this? Daylight robbery-- HarperTs Depart
ment store in Williston. Too bad-- Harper was captain of
the football team at college, you remember him. Funny he
didnTt take a crack at that guy." Joe paused, thinking, and
then, "Oh-- here, you prob’ly want to read this yourself,
1*11 go get me a paper." Lloyd took the paper, and moved
off as Joe walked toward the corner news-stand.
Mr. Wilkinson began folding the paper again,
absent-mindedly, as though he were far away. He stopped
short, and read the article: $>3500 stolen in cash— one lone
bandit— only took cash— no jewelry— herded Harper and four
office clerks into closet— threatening them with gun. The
man was tall— slender— wore a gray suit— gray hat— dark
glasses— had a nickel plated revolver-- . Mr. Wilkinson
smiled— a little smile.
Joe picked up his news-paper, but instead of read
ing, he looked up the street at Lloyd. Joe mused-- Lloyd
wasn*t a big man, he wasn’t a little man either-- just
average. There was nothing about him that impressed you,
if you ever looked at him--- and people didn’t seem ever to
look at him. He had gone through college, into classes,
had listened to men lecture, seen them, and still remembered
them. But they didn’t see him; didn’t remember him; there
was nothing to remember about him. He was very, very average.
Oh, yesss-- he came to class reunions every year, and he had
married Eleanor-- Eleanor Wiles. You don’t forget a girl
like Eleanor, she was pretty, charming, personable, in other
words ’real stuff*. Don't know what she ever saw in Wilkin
son, ’specially to throw over Harper for him. Harper was
captain of the team, an honor roll student— graduated cum
laude-- had his P a ’s department store— lots of money. Just
why’d she marry Lloyd instead? All he seemed to know was
something about a lot of guns his father left him— never
even said much about them. If Eleanor hadn’t told me of
them, they wouldn’t be on display. Just what did she see
in Wilkie? What did he ever d o ? -- I never knew him to
say anything that .wasn’t worth while though. There was the
time he told Miklich off; Miklich was a guard— all-conference,
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and Miklich didn’t talk back— was somethin’ about Eleanor.
Lloyd took all the pictures for the year book too-- we didn’t
seem to notice that either, we didn’t care who the hell took
our pictures. He wrote the student body constitution too,
but we didn’t notice that either. Huh,-- I always have to
tell people who he is at class reunions-- same people every
year too. I just wonder what Eleanor ever saw in him. What
do we know about him— nothing much, h e ’s just average. Poor
Harper, I hope they get that guy.-— Joe stopped musing and
made his way back to his store, reading the paper on the way.
Two days later, Joe was sitting at his desk, staring
hard at the newspaper. He stared, and stared hard* The Japs
were still bombing Manila, but Joe wasn’t interested in that.
What he saw was this— in headlines:
HARPER BANDIT CAUGHT
In the center of the page were two pictures. Joe
stared hard, blinked his eyes, and then read, half aloud, in
a surprised low voice:
Yesterday, June 20, a man walked into the
Mills’ Real Estate Office, produced a
pistol, and demanded money. He took $3000
from the open safe, and the bill folds of
the three men present. Mr. L. W. Wilkinson,
pictured to the right, gave up a wallet
containing $6.70. The man ordered them
into the lavatory, locked the door and left.
WILKINSON DESCRIPTION CORNERS BANDIT
’’The man was about five feet, 10 inches
tall,” Mr. Wilkinson said, ”He wore dark
glasses, but his eyes were blue, I could
see them from the side. He was rather
thin and weighed about 160 pounds. He
wore a gray hat and gray suit. There
was a maroon feather in his hat band,
and a Red Cross pin was stuck there
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There was a mole on his neck above the top
button of his shirt. He wore a maroon tie,
with tiny white and blue dots speckling
it. The left trouser leg on the inside
had been tailored. There was an TL T shaped
piece sewed in. His shoes were white,
and the heels were leather. There was
a scar at the left side of the man’s
lips, and a tooth was missing there.
The pistol he had was a Richardson—
calibre .32, model 12 C. ’'The gun
must have been purchased at the Hays
Sporting Goods store. A black crayon
mark was on the barrel. I had been
looking at the gun, it was a new model.”
POLICE CHECK
Local police officers checked at the Hays
sporting goods store to learn who had
purchased the pistol. At the same time
the description was broadcast to the radio
patrol. In less than an hour, police
knew who had bought the gun, and Lt.
Parker had picked up Dave Morton,
pictured above, at a S.S. and W. rail
road depot.
WILKINSON QUICK WITTED
Mr. Mills, owner of the real estate
office, and Mr. Simms, the secretary,
praised the quick thinking of Mr.
Wilkinson. When Morton entered and
produced the pistol, Mr. Wilkinson
immediately engaged him in conversa
tion, meanwhile brushing $2500 that
was stacked on the desk ready for
barking into the waste paper basket.
Th-3 band; - was excited and flustered.
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Mr. Wilkinson—
Joe looked up from the paper, "Well I ’ll be damnedI”
came from his lips. He looked down again, and began wrapping
up the paper, then he stared hard at the picture of Mr.
Wilkinson again. He walked out of the store, and looked at
the collection of guns in the window, then he turned and
looked up the street.
Mr. Wilkinson wasn*t a big man, neither was he a
little man— just average. Very, very average. People
didnTt seem ever to see him. He walked toward the news
stand, and bumped full tilt into a rather large woman who
was holding the hand of a small boy. "Excuse me," he said,
tipping his hat. "Quite all right," replied the woman, and
she began crossing the street, straightening the cap on the
little boyTs head as she went.
"Speaker," said Mr. Wilkinson, and dropped a nickel
on the counter. A paper was handed out to him. He folded
it neatly, and put it under his arm, his hand deep in his
trousers* pocket. His face lighted when he approached the
window, and he stopped to look at the display. Several
people were there. They remarked.
"That guy must know his
guns! Did* ja see the paper— look, front page." Mr. Wilkin
son smiled a little smile, and moved on.
And from his doorway, the surprised Joe was saying
rather strongly, in a surprised voice: Well, 1*11
be damned— well 1*11 be god-damned, well 1*11 be----------they saw Joe!
SENTIMENTALITY
Dead petals of our love
Return to their bloom
Whenever someone passes
Wearing your perfume.

-- Robert V- S:as
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N IN A* T
He Ion l.icDonald
A dull light is slanting saunteringly in from the
north, filling the studio with shadows. Looking at the
massive, omnifarious paintings hanging around us, paling
under the influence of descending dusk, we receive the
impression that the figures are about to leave the
frames, no longer clearly discernible, and float in the
ethereal atmosphere.
A musically accented voice calls us back from our
reverie to reality, and we nod to the pleasant features
across the artistically cluttered room from us. There
is a story behind this smiling, ingenuous face*..we
have just heard a part of it. Let us tell you about
this man, and pass on to you some of the fascinating
fragments of his life.
He was born on the lofty coast of the Black Sea,
reared with the music of its wild waves lapping the
rocks, lulled by its singing tongue in sunlight and
shaken by its laughter in obstreperous winds. It was the
music of his youth, and its melodious consonance filled
him with a desire to become a musician. Such hopes were
never realized, but we know now that one art inspired
another, and music can express itself not only through
notes of composers, but through words of poets and colors
of painters.
But not his ears alone drank in the wonder of his
early environment - his eyes were never closed to its
beauty. To look back on the haunts of his boyhood must
be like touching hidden springs of vision as cherished
as the misers gold. Color flooded his senses; the
variety surrounding him could be comparable to an
Arcadia— somber forests, sullen wastes, verdant meadows,
skies of sunrise and waters of sunset— vermilon,
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cinnamon, saffron, shadings the artist dreams of cap
turing, images always chiding, always reminding him
of the pictures he has yet to catch on canvas. How
fortunate he was, we muse, to grow .up with this haunt
ing beauty for a companion. We can see a small boy
iying on broad cliffs of stone, watching sailing
vessels heading for harbor through the golden highw&y
of the sinking sun*

We were told, although our host hastened to add
that his answer to our query was given without any
deep premeditation, that the impulse to draw possibly
came when he was a lad of six or seven, being in
stilled by an inspiration of the sensuous. His
brother was whittling crayon pencils, and the smell
of the ceder wood had a magnetic effect upon him,
drawing him impulsively to them; it was all that was
needed. He was won over to the side of art without
even realizing it.
As children, they had few toys for their amuse
ment , so the brothers created their own. It was
strange, we are informed, the joy they experienced
making things, but seldom would they play with the
toys when finished. They were too occupied planning
new ones. How true to the artist, we murmur. A
painting bearing the finishing touches is forgotten,
a new one, if being born, leaving no room in the
imagination for its interference.
At fifteen this boy was teaching in the pre
paratory boarding school he attended, which was a
distance of a five to fifteen day journey from his
home. Our youthful scholar had a class of one hund
red students. But always, he hinted laughingly,
was he dreaming - his thoughts in the clouds. In
this romantic region where Jason had searched for
the Golden Fleece, we could fancy him trying to
push aside the golden clouds of the future.
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About this period, his studies as well as his teach
ing were concluded; due to developments in the war, he
chose to leave the province of Pontus, fleeing the frown
and fury of angered Turkey to seek refuge in Russia* He
was appalled at the sight of the persecution of the Ar
menians. Prior to his departure, he told us of an in
cident that today stands out particularly in his memory.
As he wove the setting, we felt ourselves being lost
in the enchantment of the tale, only faintly aware of the
distant accompaniment of his voice. Although the story
has ended, we can still see a boy and his father in
flight over the snows, fleeing for freedom. It is a
matter of life and death; escape alone holds the favor
able answer.
TTA bad night,” the man1s voice, ”the moon is so
bright we can be seen for miles. Quickly, son, we must
go faster1
." Conscious of the solemn majesty of the
slumbering forest, the two figures hug the timber line.
There is no sound but the crunching of their steps in
the snow...the white at their feet is a dazzling car
pet of diamonds. Suddenly a high pine tree looms in
all its isolated splendor in the moonlight. The boy
stops; he is spellbound at the sight. In his enhance
ment, his arras reach upward in admiration. The voice of
beauty is speaking to him. His soul stands at her shrine.
Life, escape, reason have left him; a heaven inspiring
spectrum holds him. Do we hear the gentle father musing:
What kind of a son have I raised, what kind of a boy to
prefer beauty to life?
Some oneTs laughter broke our hypnosis at this point,
bringing us back to reality. Our host was smiling and
nodding— thought he that we were not there? that we
did not see the pine tree in the moonlight? that pic
ture "nothing can ever eradicate"? But for punishment,
he would go factual on us.

I
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He related how he spent about a year in Russia
804 loved it. Its sweeping magnitude appealed to him, as
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well as its quaint villages arid friendly people,

The colorful, good hearted peasants and intensely spir
ited soldiers furnished him with a great amount of char
acter study. There were moments, he asserted, when he
missed the sighing waves of his Black Sea Coast, hut he
was "never too depressed to note beauty."
His next venture was Japan, where he stayed near
ly three years. He was swept away by the novelty of the
Orient. Its strangeness captivated him, its artistic
atmosphere enthralled. He informed us that he seldom
painted or sketched while there, but in compensation he
was constantly storing away material in his mind from
which to draw. Everything he saw he tried to preserve
within— he was unable to look at anything without think
ing of it as being a source of inspiration— a thirst for
creation must always have been an obsession with him?*
This versatile gentleman was in the employ of
Lloyds of London, spoke very broken Japanese, but liked
the practical experience afforded by this work. It was
exciting to rise at midnight to meet in-coming ships ar
riving ahead of schedule, or to wait till wee hours of
morn for those delayed; spectacular drama was furnished.,
that to us seemed sufficient to satisfy any artistic tem
perament. Along with variagated talks, they insured ex
ports, inspected boats and cargoes that had weathered the
typhoonsy entered in their registers new ships, or made
records of those sunk by German submarines. Many hours
were spent on the wharves; the pictures of junks on the
bay, the little yellow-skinned, almond-eyed waifs running
and playing military games at random, the poverty and
dearth of the slums of Kobe and Osoka, all harmonized to
fashion unforgettable tableaus in the memory. It was a
pleasure, he asserted, to work for the British:
"they
are artists in the business world,* and the satisfaction
of being under their employ was such that no one watched
the clock while laboring.
Yet he was overjoyed when finally he embarked tor
America. It fulfilled his dreams and expectations. Still,
be quickly added, "I must not be too bold, for my beginning
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was a modest one.” His first job was working at stained
glass, (seeing, for instance, that the pigment was properlyground , which in this trade is the very bottom step of the
ladder) , for $8.00 a week. Oh, the belt was very tight then,
but it had been before and opportunity was not wanting. He
progressed until he knew some of the secrets of working in
stained glass, and'before long found himself earning $25.00
under the employ of C. G-. Connick, internationally known in
this fields.

But he was desirous of finding employment embracing
new horizons. He was searching experience, so he went into
commercial art, working in factories, sign shops, department
stores, and the like. His ambition then lead him to the
University of Toronto, Canada, where he received his BachelorTs
degree in Philosophy. Restless, he went to Boston, where he
spent a year at the New England School of Design. He also
worked under Joanidis, a famous Greek artist, deriving much
inspiration from his genius. But he was now to experience
that tormenting moment in one’s life when he wonders if he is
capable of embarking fully, whole-heartedly, and successfully
into his career. Was he an artist? Did he sufficiently possess
the creative ability so necessary in this vocation?
Only Joanidis could answer his questions, and he
held back, maintaining an appalling silence. Did the over
enthusiasm of our host desert him at this crucial moment, we
silently wondered? It was, he informed us, about this time
that some of the works of his youth, drawings he had made at
the age of fifteen and sixteen, arrived from Europe, having
survived the ravishes of war. Curious, and with deliberate
intent, he took the roll of drawings to his revered master,
and watched breathlessly as he critically surveyed them* After
gazing long, he raised his eyes and quietly said: ,fYou are
an artist."
After finishing at the Yale School of Fine Arts,
and acquiring more experience at teaching, he went abroad,
visiting France, Italy and Greece. But he relates that he is
k^PPy that he is on this side of the continent now!
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The room has grown quite dark, and we realize our
interview has long drawn to its end. But there is one
question we must ask, and we hang intently forward: Is
Montana - is Missoula - abundant in artistTs lore? How
pleased our host, as he hurriedly brings forth from his desk
a small, yet beautifully painted scene of Missoula valley.
Here is the answerI We need not traverse the waters to
Russia, France, Italy, or the Orient to find a wealth of
beauty. It is here, in our own back yard* But now we know
its price, and extend our deep appreciation to our fascinat
ing host, George Yphantis, professor and chairman of fine
arts at Montana State University.
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Anonymous

She walked along in the sunlight, through lanes of
red maples and shuffled her feet to hear the sounds the leaves
made when they crackled. She felt strong and young. A part
of a symphony was running through her mind. It was strange,
she thought, the way you could hear music and not sing it.
Once in San Francisco she had heard the orchestra playing
from the inside of the ferry boat. They were playing "Invita
tion to the Waltz." She had gone inside. Nowhere were there
musicians. It was like thinking thoughts you didn't say,
exciting thoughts about the patterns in every day thingsj
neon signs, horns sounding. Your voice, however, would be
alking about whether you preferred dancing or the movies.
The world, she reflected, was like a patchwork quilt and as
incomprehensible as a not-yet-put-together jig saw puzzle,
he was walking faster. The sun was going down behind the
mountain. Wind blew the leaves along the gutter as she
stepped down from the curb. The music was louder and the
feeling of wanting to sing was so strong inside her she
opened her mouth.
She wanted to sing and felt strong and young be
cause Peter was coming back and she would no longer find it
necessary to say whether or not .she preferred dancing or the
movies. With the quick decision of those people who find
delight in conversation and the winding curves of a narrow
n ° t •and n0 PreoccuPation with time or place, Peter would
question necessary. They would sit in a quiet
an(* listen to the music of the world while the past came
it °
m^n^s wit*1 the hard and bright reality that made
more memorable. They would not stay long. The cold, half

.
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warm wind of October would be whirring along the windows of
the car as they drove far into the mountains.

"Lets plan a model university."
"What do you mean model?"
I mean a brock somewhere on the campus and a lounge
for radicals to discuss the international situation in."
"And lets have the radicals have beards. They will
also discuss Medieval Europe and Karl Marx and who is it,
Schiller?"
’’And what of Hegel, Joan?"
"Yes, Hegel."
"And the co-ed, of course."
"She will be perennial."
"They always are, you know. And somewhere there will
be another lounge....one with portraits of eighteenth century
people whose faces are frozen as stiffly as garden weeds in
autumn."
"And lets have a poet."
"A tall, thin, man with too long hair."
"But arenTt we being conventional?"
"Perhaps... .There will be Russian wine, an inn with
a fire place. We will roast chestnuts."
"People will be free, wonTt they? I mean they can
walk between classes, on mountains and hills, read by the
streams, sleep in hay stacks, hunt in the forests.”
"This world that might have belonged to both of us,
is yours now, Joan, not mine."
"It can never be mine, not now. Even to me, it
matters, you know, that the world is at war but that is be
cause I am selfish, because I want, this world and it is not
mine."
"For awhile then, perhaps."
"And you, Peter?"
"How, Joan---now there is tranquility in what I am
doing and peace of mind as long as I am alone and flying and
feeling the strain on my guts of the things I can make an
airplane do."
"After that."
"What is there? Trying not to die, perhaps. I knew
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nothing of that. I only know what it is to fly. What chance
of life is there after the war?
"Don’t say that*"
"No. Not now. It is more fun to drink and to talk
to you. Where is there in this town? What bar?"
"The Sparrow.”
The bartender was a small dark man whose eyes peered
out from beneath the thick lenses of glasses. He looked his
delight at finding customers at this time on Sunday afternoon.
The lights of the nickelodian in the corner flickered and shone
and Peter walked over toward the machine. Sunlight streamed
in ribbons through the dingy panes of glass, hitting the
checkered floor. Music began to sound-- a piano composition
that soon changed to a blues song. A girl’s voice moaned out
the words in a lazy rhythm. Two soldiers were sitting in a
booth across the room. They were very drunk.
She sat there at the table and the music sounded
around her ears with brightness. She moved her hand through
the ribbon of dust the sunlight made and lifted the glass.
The whiskey sour tasted sweet and warm. Peter had said "Tail
Winds” and she had answered. Cigarette smoke curled into the
dust and disappeared. The glasses glinted with the lights of
the bar, dully. He was saying something about Christopher
Morley and The Trojan Horse. Her voice answered. Her mind
caught up the threads of memory.
It had been three years ago. The mountains were
purple with the dusk of spring. They had driven rapidly over
mud-covered roads to meet the sunset, but had been too late.
They sat, then, on the top of the mountain, listening to the
sounds of early night. An occasional song of a meadow lark
came from far off. Sounds of voices came up from the valley.
"Who’s got my knife...Hey, Joe-- betcha I can jump farther
than you can”— —Peter was talking for the voices that blurred
with the distance and she knew, suddenly, that she loved him.
Darkness fell slowly with the unawareness to the watcher that
characterizes the coming of spring night. Thinking, she
thought, is like catching the threads of a cobweb together to
hold your mind in the center.
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.

’’You are May 1939 and I am May 1939 when we watched
the sunset fall."
’’Yes,’’ she said, ”1 remember.”
’’Shall we go?”
”Yes, please, lets."
When he opened the door a strong blast of wind hit
her cheeks and blew her hair with the foreboding of winter
in its nojce. The car doors slammed shut and the sound of
the motor deadened with the sound of traffic.

The fog was becoming more dense. Probably the lights
in town were going on now. It was the time of day when lights
are not essential but in a few minutes they will be. It was
as if the city knew that if the lights were turned on now, the
world would look quite different, more beautiful. The road
was a highway and the Chevrolet drove more easily. Joan felt
as though she had control again and could go fast. On the
country road the curves had been dangerous. Once the tires
had skidded and she had used the brakes too quickly. He said
then,something about her feeing a good driver because she
used the brakes at the right time...but it was not nice to e
aware of driving. A Chevrolet seemed different. The shift
was easier and the sound* of the motor was smoother.
The highway curved again and she dimmed the lights
for an oncoming car. It had been a wonderful day, this
Sunday. Her mind felt tired and her hands were numb from
holding the wheel. The sun had gone down behind the moun
tains when they started up the first hill of the country roa
Peter was happy. He kept stretching.
"I like this day."
"It’s foggy."
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"Yes, but it fits a mood* The mountains are purple
and my mind is purple today, Joan. Purple is the color of
tranquility.”
.
She said nothing. It was harder to see now. Be
sides, purple to her was the color of other things; thinking
a lot and becoming emotionally excited. Purple is the color
your mind is when it is stimulated and all the world seems
tense and eager. This feeling now, was white like the fog..
She liked it better. It was soft and more vibrant.
"I won’t see you again.”
”1 know,” she said.
It started when he said he was going to England to
fly and without emotion she said why and he told her the an
swer that he seldom mentioned...that he could not stand the
thought of war, of books being burned...books he had not read.
And Peter was saying this. Peter who thought par
ticipation the folly of the fool and watching life th wisdom
of the wise. And yet it was not shocking. In Peter she had
not expected this, but now that it was here, it was naturalr
and she understood. She looked again at the mountains and
fences of trees that lined the road. Town was in sight.
"Cigarette?”
"Thanks.”
"Your lips are bright red today.”
"It’s expensive lipstick."
"Wouldn’t it be awful to have a future?"
A

"Yes.

It would be awful•"

"Say no.”
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"No."
"Good."
"Why?" *
"Most people say •naow1•"
"I know."
"Do you like concerto?"
"Yes, and the one from a Chopin prelude."
Joan reached down for the clutch, put the gears into
neutral. They had arrived in town. She was tired of driving
and almost tired of Sunday and conversation. When the lights
had come on, the day had changed. She wanted to leave Peter.
They sat in front of her house smoking.
"What do you do all these days, Joan?"
"School."
"Do you like it?"
"No.

What do you do?"

"Fly, of course, work jig-saw puzzles."
"When are you leaving?"
"In two weeks."
a

"I was in love with you once."
"I know.
"No.

And are you know?"

'Will you write sometime?"

"About England?"
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"England and bombing and the way you feel*"
"Yes, I ’ll write.

Goodnight, Joan."

"Goodbye -."
The rain crawled down the sides of the window to lie
glinting on the roof. The cocktail glass she had taken from
the Sparrow dropped from her hand and hit the floor with a
quiet shattering shound. And as she watched it drop so slow
ly from her hand to the hardwood, polished floor, she thought
vaguely that this motion was like the slow motion of the
movies. The pieces shattered into a symmetry that looked
as if it had been planned.
The fog was coming closfer and falling low. She
watched the web it had begun to make around the arc light.
Sunlight and fog in the same day were strange.

The Cocktail HourI

I saw her only once--In the colored shades of El Morocco.
She sat alone at the bar
And toyed languidly with a highball.
She was tall and slender
And her dress was gray
And so was her fur--Silver fox, I believe.
Her hair?
It was red.
Just red, that *s all.
And it fell to her shoulders
And curled up at the tips.
I remember now.
Her skin?
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Like alabaster-, of course.
Smooth and white and lovely.
Features?
Regular, of course.
Nose turned up a little.
Nice little nose.
Her soft full lips
Glowed with shiney red lipstick
Of a violent shade.
Jungle Red, it must have been.
I*ve seen it advertised.
I?
I was fascinated, of course*
I stared at her for a long, long time,
Then got up from my table,
Moved over to the bar
And seated myself beside her.
Black and White straight,
I said to the bartender.
While he poured it out
I studied the reflection of her face
In the mirror behind the bar.
Her expression did not change.
Not even a muscle twitched.
Her eyes?
They were closed.
I drank my Scotch
In one quick gulp
And looked away from the bar
For a little while.
Then I looked back again.
And there was some man
Standing behind her.
He was dark.
Thats all, just dark.
Oh yes, there was something
Foreign looking about him.
Couldn’t place it then.
Can’t now.
He ran the fingers of one hand
Up and down through her fur
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And didn’t speak for awhile.
The car is outside, Madeline,
I finally heard him say.
We shall go.
She opened her eyes then,
And they were pale blue
And lifeless.
She didn’t move for a moment.
Nor speak,
I am ready,
She said at last.
He took her arm in his
And she slipped down from the stool.
Together they walked
Out of the club.
And as they disappeared
Into the crowded street
I felt all sick and strange
Way down in my stomach.
-- -Robert V. Sias

Jere Coffey

Art is beauty, and beauty is truth, or whatever Keats
said it was* As the case may be, we feel that now is the
time for this campus to let down its collective hair and ex
pose its inner—selves* We are not referring to an expose of
thosfc artistic things that hang on the walls of South Hall
nor are we thinking of the soul stirring stuff that so avidly
devour in the
"De-Bunk-ery” column, and much less are
we conscious of the energetic tones that issue from the Stu
dent Union stage on occasion* No, definitely no* We are
concerned only with that heavenly distortion that is the
product of Mr* Average Mind on campus that never had a chance*
So we would like each and every individual on this green
campus to have an "Art for UnirOlbition Week*" That would e
so nice.
Everyone would obey the slightest urge to create.
For example, if a certain character felt strongly impelle
to emulate the Discuss Thrower who patiently guards the
portals to the gymnasium, he would* Determined, he wo
slip out of his class in Craig Hall, cry loudly and firmly
for an audience of interested onlookers, and carry on in a
creative frenzy faving only his natural materials o
©s
and blood* Another soul' might suddenly feel the necessi y
of writing a sonnet on three nightingales * Thus move
o
the point of leaving his term paper on Marketing, e wou
immediately head South to hear the little songsters. He
would miss a lot of college and still more cokes in wj
student store, but he certainly would be happy.
ns
prgerk
to this, there might be some young thing simply
.
in a Chemistry class. All- tied up in knots she
the wall to the top of the tower in Main Hall an
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"Up With Montana.” She would be generous about the whole
thing and let everyone share all, from low A to high C.
Beauty and life are just too fine to simply throw away in
continuous moments of not obeying impulses.

•

Because we have a campus with a spacious oval,
there ought to be more interpretative dancing on it. We
are sure it would be more helpful to everyone, especially
the Sentinel editor when he runs out of Earl Carrol queens
and photogenic campus polititians. The spurOof-the-moment
might look more expressive leaping out of the library like
a floating thing followed by other faunlike females and things.
Fraternities and sororities ought to encourage
their members in singing their songs in the "Sing with
gestures— many gestures. The SAE’S would 3ook much more
articulate if, when they sang, they would pet a lion and
pluck violets. The Sigma N u ’s might make a quaint formation
of white roses and stars. All so very creative. We might
even encourage the Alpha Chi Omega sisters to pluck lyres if
it weren’t for the local musician’s union.
See? We all can
say "Give," each and every
life, let it not be dull.
Our-Campus-Spirit movement
all feel so proud.

have an excuse for being. So we
one. There is so much color in
Let us begin this year’s Rejuvinatewith a great big bang. Then we can

